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Abstract: We suggest a mechanism for the emergence of classical dynamical space-
time from an underlying quantum gravitational system. This is an example of a more
general process, which we name micro-equilibration, and which can be thought of as
local thermalization of entanglement. Applied in the context of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence, we propose that this dynamical process underlies generic evolution towards
CFT states whose gravitational dual describes smooth bulk geometries. Hence con-
trary to common expectation, such ‘geometric’ CFT states are in fact typical in this
sense. Correspondingly they can be characterized by a specific universal entanglement
structure resulting from micro-equilibration of a generic quantum state.
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1 Introduction
The desire to elucidate the emergence of a classical spacetime from a more fundamental quan-
tum gravitational description has motivated numerous exhilarating research directions over
the last few decades. A particularly fruitful avenue was paved by the holographic AdS/CFT
correspondence [1], which recasts quantum gravity (string theory) in the bulk of asymptot-
ically Anti de Sitter (AdS) spacetime in terms of a lower-dimensional conformal quantum
field theory (CFT, naturally conceptualized as living on the boundary of AdS). Successful
implementation of this holographic duality to explain how the bulk gravitational degrees of
freedom emerge from the boundary CFT requires detailed understanding of the map between
the two sides. One of the key questions in this context is, Given a CFT with holographic dual,
what characterizes the class of CFT states which represent classical bulk geometries? Recent
developments [2, 3] suggest that entanglement plays a crucial role, so a more refined question
concerns the entanglement structure of such ‘geometric’ CFT states. Answering this question
would bring us closer to understanding interesting departures from classicality such as those
occurring near curvature singularities.
A natural expectation, often implicit in these discussions, is that geometric CFT states
are extremely special. After all, generic superpositions of states corresponding to distinct
bulk geometries cannot themselves be associated with a single classical bulk spacetime. How-
ever, one could have used the same reasoning to argue for genericity of superpositions in any
quantum system – in particular, in our world – which is naively at odds with the success of
classical physics, and motivates the foundational question regarding the emergence of classi-
cality from the quantum: Why don’t we see macroscopic superpositions, such as Schrödinger
cats, all around us?
In this essay we propose that these two questions are in fact closely related in the holo-
graphic context: classical bulk geometry is not a highly fine-tuned class of special states in
the CFT, but rather something that emerges very naturally, by exactly the same mechanism
responsible for emergence of classicality from our quantum world.
In what follows, we propose a conceptual framework for this mechanism, which we will
dub ‘micro-equilibration’. To this end, we will first characterize classicality, then explain
the dynamical mechanism whereby it is attained, and finally return to the implications for
holography and more general spacetime emergence.
2 Classicality
The notion of classicality is so familiar that we are seldom faced with the task of defining it.
However, in order to explain how classical behavior can be emergent, a careful definition is
needed. There are two apparently distinct explanations for why our world looks classical:
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1. The observables we have access to are not sensitive enough to discern the ever-present
quantum superpositions.
2. There is a dynamical mechanism whereby such superpositions become suppressed.
Zurek [4] proposed an explanation which has aspects of both: a system decoheres due to
interactions with its environment, which leads to an environment-induced superselection (or
einselection for short) into a set of ‘pointer states’ that are stable under further interactions.
However, only certain (classical) information about a quantum system can be redundantly
proliferated to many parts of its environment, thereby becoming accessible and objective.1
Here we espouse a more direct notion of classicality which explicitly evokes both states
and observables. Since the essence of quantumness is rooted in the possibility of superposi-
tions, we expect that classicality should manifest itself as absence of superpositions; however
such condition by itself is basis-dependent and therefore ill-defined. To evoke only physical
quantities, we instead utilize a closely-related feature of classicality: the same measurement
performed on the same state should yield the same outcome.
More precisely, suppose that a (restricted) set Ocl of observables has been specified; for
example one can imagine that Ocl captures the limited capabilities of an experimentalist
performing measurements in a laboratory. If multiple copies of a system are prepared in the
same state, we will say that the observations ‘look classical’ if for any observable in the set
Ocl, the same outcome is attained for each copy, at least to a good approximation.
Note that according to this definition, classicality can be considered an attribute of a
state only once a set of observables has been specified. While sensible for the experimentalist,
a more fundamental theory should also explain how the set Ocl itself can be identified. As
proposed in the next section, a natural definition of Ocl emerges once we include the effects
of the dynamics.
3 Micro-equilibration
To motivate the proposed mechanism, let us first consider an analogy with classical statistical
mechanics. Initial dynamics often drives systems with many degrees of freedom towards some
attractor set, forming a lower-dimensional subspace of the phase space. After a sufficiently
long time, interacting systems typically thermalize, since large spatial variations tend to get
washed out by the interactions. Generically, this can happen in multiple stages on different
time scales, through a sequence of distinct equilibrium states before full thermalization is
attained.
1 The idea that environment actively selects such information is known as ‘quantum Darwinism’
[4], with Darwinistic fitness corresponding to the amount of redundancy, providing a measure of
classicality.
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A similar picture applies to quantum mechanical systems as well, even at the microscopic
level. For a given set of observables O we can introduce, following [5], a measure of distin-
guishability2 DO(ρ, σ) of two quantum states (or generally density matrices) ρ and σ. Calling
ωT the time-averaged state for the time interval [0, T ], the system is said to have equilibrated
from the point of view of the observables in O, if for most times t ∈ [0, T ], DO(ρ(t), ωT ) 1.
It was proved in [5] (under certain mild assumptions) that generic systems do equilibrate
in this sense. The generalization to a sequence of distinguishable equilibrium steps {ωTi} is
straightforward.
Our heuristic picture for how such equilibration mechanism could operate at the mi-
croscopic level is the following. Monogamy of quantum entanglement suggests that local
interactions entangle nearby degrees of freedom while simultaneously suppressing long-range
entanglement. Therefore we expect that the resulting entanglement structure itself will locally
equilibrate, on microscopic time scales, catalyzing decoherence.
Since this process concerns the most fine-grained details of the quantum state, we dub it
micro-equilibration,3 and we denote the corresponding set of observables Omeq. Within Omeq
we then pick all the observables for which the above classicality condition is satisfied; this
identifies the desired set Ocl ⊆ Omeq characterizing the quantum to classical transition.
Micro-equilibration also suggests a more intuitive notion of typicality, which resolves the
apparent paradox posed in the Introduction: if (in any given basis) a state picked at random
from the Hilbert space is generically a superposition, why does the world nevertheless appear
classical? Our answer is that from the point of view of an appropriate class of observables,
such a random state would micro-equilibrate to appear classical on incredibly short timescales.
Hence if we define a “typical state” as one which is picked at random not at a single time
instant, but rather from many instants of time (over timescales much longer than the micro-
equilibration time though still much shorter than those characterizing classical dynamics),
then the typical state would indeed reflect our experience of classicality. According to this
prescription, typicality is then quite distinct from randomness.
4 Holography
Let us now return to the question posed at the beginning of this essay, regarding the charac-
terization of ‘geometric CFT states’, defined as those representing classical bulk geometries.
Since in the relevant regime the CFT is a strongly interacting system with many degrees of
freedom, we would expect micro-equilibration to be operative particularly efficiently, indeed
2 DO(ρ, σ) = maxM∈O DM (ρ, σ) where DM (ρ, σ) =
∑
r |Tr(Mrρ)−Tr(Mrσ)|/2 andMr are positive
operators corresponding to all possible outcomes of M satisfying
∑
rMr = I. This measure reduces
to the trace norm when O is the set of all possible observables.
3 In quantum information language, micro-equilibration can then be thought of as suppression of
quantum discord defined in [6].
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maximally quickly. The micro-equilibrated phase will have a classical description, naturally
manifested by the bulk dual featuring a classical geometry.4 This means that contrary to
the naive expectations indicated earlier, CFT states with geometrical bulk dual are actually
typical in the above sense.
This observation also provides a ready means to answer what entanglement structure
characterizes such states: it is the one given by the micro-equilibrated entanglement structure,
obtained by evolving a generic initial state. Because of its universality, this motivates why e.g.
entanglement entropy can satisfy certain interesting relations (such as monogamy of mutual
information [7]) which need not be satisfied by non-geometric quantum states.
In closing, we remark that although our discussion was motivated in the holographic
context, the indicated behavior in fact transcends holography. The mechanism suggested
above should be operative in any interacting quantum system. For systems describing grav-
ity, micro-equilibration should realize the emergence of a classical dynamical spacetime. It
has been repeatedly observed [8–10] that spacetime has thermodynamic properties. Here we
propose that this is rooted in micro-equilibration, which may be thought of as thermalization
of entanglement.
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